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Abstract

We propose a dynamic periodicity detector (DPD) for the estimation of periodicities in
data series obtained from the execution of applications. We analyze the algorithm used
by the periodicity detector and its performance on a number of data streams. It is
shown how the periodicity detector is used for segmentation and prediction of data
streams. In an application case we describe how the periodicity detector is applied to
the dynamic detection of iterations in parallel applications. By means of the
periodicity detection we obtain the dynamic segmentation of a data stream during the
execution of the application, where the detected segments are evaluated by a speedu
computation tool. We test the performance of the periodicity detector on a number of
parallelized benchmarks. The periodicity detector correctly identifies the iterations of
parallel structures also in the case where the application has nested parallelism. In
our implementation we measure only a negligible overhead produced by the
periodicity detector. We find the DPD to be useful and suitable for the incorporation in
dynamic optimization tools.

1 Introduction

Dynamic performance measurement of applications is useful for several purposes. Based
run-time performance of applications the resources of the system may be allocated differen
[Corbalan2000][NguyenZV96] authors propose to consider the run-time calculated applicati
ficiency to perform the processor allocation. Moreover, performance measurements can be
to dynamically optimize the application execution. In [Voss99][VossEigenmann99] authors
pose to perform several run-time tests to dynamically detect data dependences, serialize
loops with great overheads, and to perform tiling. Nguyen et al. [Nguyen96] propose to perfo
self-tuning to improve the application speedup. They measure the efficiency of the applicatio
certain interval of time and predict the efficiency of the whole application.

In dynamic performance analysis the measurement and evaluation is done during the a
tion’s execution. Measuring the application performance requires the monitorization of ce
parameters, such as for instance, subroutine calls, hardware counters, or CPU usage [Corb
During the execution of the application the values of these parameters represent a data str
the measuring tool. The measuring tool computes the value of certain performance para
associated with the conditions in each measuring interval. Based on the run-time performa
the application, decisions are taken dynamically to influence on the application or on the exe
environment, leading to dynamic optimization.
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The knowledge about the periodicity in data series can be useful for different applicat
Knowing the periodicity of patterns can be used to perform the dynamic segmentation of the
stream in periods. Periods in a data stream or multiples of them may represent reasonable in
for performance measurement. Further, if the detected period represents the execution of a
tive part of an application, then measuring the performance in one period can be used to pred
performance in future iterations without need to have a continuous measurement. Another a
tion is to measure the performance in these periods under different execution condition. Th
be obtained by changing system parameters dynamically. This way one may find the most
priate configuration of the system and application.

When the periodicity of patterns is known, then the prediction of future values of the data st
can also be carried out. The configuration of a system could be changed based on the pr
behavior. Based on prediction, certain unfortunate system conditions could be avoided by a
ing resources differently before the conditions to avoid happen.

Prediction of values which is achieved only instants before they happen may not be usefu
no time is left to perform any modification of the system. By means of the periodicity detecto
can predict the values of entire future periods of the data series, which offers much more po
ities for dynamic optimization than predictors which provide only the next future value.

The mechanism that we propose performs periodicity detection using a finite data seque
up to several hundred samples if required. We show in an application case how our detector
to carry out dynamic segmentation of the data stream by means of the detected periodicity in
ing the start and end points of measuring intervals to a speedup computation tool. We emp
that segmentation is made dynamically by the periodicity detector during the execution o
application without a priori knowledge about the periodicity and without need for previous h
made or compiler-based instrumentation of the application.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we review some issues on perio
estimation. In section 3 we present the proposed periodicity detector and analyze its perfor
on different kinds of data series. Some applications of the periodicity detector are indicated
tion 4 shows the application interface of the DPD that we have implemented. The integration
periodicity detector in the speedup computation tool is explained in section 5. Section 6 eva
the performance of the periodicity detector on several parallelized applications. In section
conclude the paper.

2 Background

We consider data series which are obtained by monitoring parameter values during the exe
of applications. In this section we want to outline the characteristics of the data series we e
and explain our choice of the periodicity detection mechanism.

Generally, in order to easier analyze and design models for a data stream, stationarity of th
is desired. In a stationary data series its statistical properties are invariant with time [Papou
The models to describe such a data series can be estimated based on the whole stationa
Depending on the monitored parameters, the application and the execution environment, th
series we work with may not be stationary during the whole execution of the application
locally stationary. We expect to observe on several parameters of scientific applications l
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periodic patterns, since applications often spend a large part of their execution time in loops
provide data series with repeating patterns [Sazeides98]. Frame based analysis of the dat
shall therefore be appropriate to detect locally periodic patterns.

In the periodicity detector we compute the periodicity in the data stream based on fram
data. Frame based analysis is done for different reasons: 1) The size of the data stream o
during the execution of applications is usually limited; 2) The proposed mechanism must be
during the execution of the application in order to be suitable for dynamic optimization. So
periodicity and the segmentation of the data stream must be provided fast to the measuring to
during the execution of the application; 3) Another point which will be discussed later in the p
is the size of the data window, i.e. the frame size, used by the detector, which influences
amount of possible overhead introduced by the proposed mechanism; 4) Finally, using fram
data instead of a complete data series provides only recent data to the detector, allowing to s
locally stationary data from past non-stationary data.

The data series which may be interesting to analyze could be obtained in different way
certain parameters one reasonable method to obtain a data stream can be the sampling of the
eter value with a certain sampling frequency. For other kinds of parameters only the changes
parameter value may be interesting to register. So the data stream is obtained if the magni
the parameter value changes. A data stream could consist of events, which may happen at ir
time intervals. It is desirable to have a technique which is able to detect periodicity or periodic
terns in different types of data series. The method for periodicity detection that we present can
with all the above mentioned types of data series. It can detect periodicity in data streams
the samples are obtained with a fixed sampling frequency, and also in data stream where s
are obtained in irregular intervals. The reason is that the periodicity detector which we use
pares magnitudes, as is explained in section 3. Only the interpretation of the detected period
different. If the samples of the data stream are obtained with a fixed sampling frequency, th
detected periodicity can be converted to a frequency contained in the data series. Otherw
periodicity indicates the number of samples the periodic patterns are composed of.

3 Dynamic Periodicity Detection

3.1 Periodicity Detection Algorithm

We propose the application of the periodicity detector to data series which contain segment
periodic patterns. The described algorithm detects the periodicity of patterns in a data strea
consider the periodicity of the data stream which we are interested to detect being the funda
period it contains, where its amplitude is of larger magnitude than that of other frequencies
tained in the data stream. The algorithm is frame based and requires a finite length of past da
ues of the data series. Using the data values the algorithm computes the periodicity. It can p
the segmentation in periods or periodic patterns and the prediction of the data stream. In the
cation case in section 5 we show how the provided segmentation is used by a measuring tool
the segmentation is taken to define a start and end point of a measurement interval.
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For the periodicity detector we use an adaptation of the distance metric given in equatio
see Figure 1, [Deller87]. In equation (1) N is the size of the data window, m is the delay (0 <
M), x[n] is the current parameter value of the data stream, and d(m) is the value computed to
the periodicity. It can be seen that equation (1) compares the data sequence with the se
shifted m samples. Equation (1) computes a distance between two vectors of size N by sum
the magnitudes of the L1-metric distance of N vector elements. The value d(m) becomes zero
data window contains a periodic pattern with periodicity m. If d(m) > 0, then the two vectors
and x[n-m] of equation (1) are not identical. However, the magnitude of d(m) provides a dist
between the two vectors. The value of m for which d(m) has a local minimum is considere
periodicity detected in the data frame.

According to equation (1), if the periodicity m in the data stream is several magnitudes less
the size N of the data window, then the value d(m) may become zero for multiples of m. O
other hand if the periodicity m in the data stream is larger than the data window size N, the
pattern and its periodicity cannot be captured by the detector. In this case the periodicity
obtained since d(m) does not have a local minimum nor will it become zero. In section 3.2 we
trate how d(m) is evaluated by means of an experiment.

In certain data series the sample values do not represent meaningful magnitudes such
instance when processing a sequence of events. Then, the implementation of the periodicity
tor is made using equation (2), see Figure 2. In this case we are interested in detecting period
terns in the data stream. If d(m)=0, then a periodic pattern with dimension m is detected in th
stream. The sign() function is used in equation (2) to set the value d(m) to 1 if it is not zero. If
is not zero, then the two patterns are identical. For all m where d(m) is not zero the patterns a
identical and no periodicity in m is indicated.

Regarding the implementation of equation (1) and (2) we store a finite number of previous
values of the data series including the most recent value in a data vector. On this data vec
algorithm performs periodicity detection. This data vector can be implemented as a FIFO buf
length M+N. This type of implementation uses the least amount of memory, but requires a h
number of operations at every instanti than other implementations.

Applying equation (1) and (2) on the data vector requires M x N operations to compute the val
ues of d(m) at an instanti of the data series. It can be observed, however, that some operation
done with the same data values several times at different instantsi. The previously computed dis-
tances between vector elements could be stored to reduce the number of computations mad
algorithm at instanti. There is a trade-off between the number of computations made at insti
and the amount of memory needed by the algorithm. In order to reduce the amount of compu
we implement a FIFO organized matrix of size MxN where previously computed distance

d m( ) min
1
N
---- x n[ ] x n m–[ ]–

n 0=

N 1–

∑=

Figure 1: Distance metric.

(1)

d m( ) sign x i( ) x i m–( )–
i 0=

N 1–

∑=

Figure 2: Distance metric used for data series consisting of events.

(2)
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stored. Using this distance matrix one computes at each instanti the value of di(m) for all values
of m, see Figure 3, where x(i) is the value of the data value at the current samplei, and x(i-m) is
the data value obtained m samples before. The computed values of di(m) are written in the column
corresponding to the instanti in the matrix.

In case of using the distance matrix to store previously computed distances, then only M in
of M x N operations need to be made at instanti to obtain the new distances di(m). The value of
d(m) for all values m is obtained by summing the elements of each raw of the distance matri
the previously computed distances and each most recent distance di(m). This means that at every
instanti new values are written in a column of the distance matrix, and d(m) is computed a
sum of the values in each raw using the previously computed values of the other columns.

Using the distance matrix the size of the data vector can be reduced to M, since at instanti only
the distances between the new data value and the M-1 past data values need to be comp
equation (1) and equation (2) it can be seen that if the data window size N and the delay
increased, then larger iterative structures can be detected. Then, the number of compu
needed to obtain d(m) also increases. However, when increasing N and M and the previousl
puted distances are re-used, then the increase of operations is only linear.

In order to reduce the number of shifts for the FIFO operations, the data structures of the
odicity detector conceptually working as FIFO organized matrix and FIFO organized data v
are programmed as circular lists, see Figure 4. At each instanti the pointer to the current list ele-
ment is shifted by one such that it points to the oldest values in the list. The column containin
oldest values are overwritten by the new sample and the new computed distances, respective
implementation with circular lists avoids to move the data values. The number of operatio
instanti are reduced, which provides a small overhead of the periodicity detector as shown i
tion 6.

The value of M determines the largest periodicity that can be detected by the algorithm. In
of using previously computed distances and applying equation (3) to compute only the dist
between the new sample and the past N-1 samples, one can set M = N. In this setting a p
pattern of size N-1 is detected when it appeared two times. Periodic patterns of smaller siz
appear several times within the data window.

On the data series we experimented with we found that most periodicities are less than 10
ples, for which N=100 is sufficient. The sizes of the data window can be less than N=10, if
small periodicities appear (see section 6). We used the periodicity detector on data series wi
dow sizes up to N=1024 and M=1024, this means requirement for storing 1024x1024 valu
memory. With this setting periods with a length of up to 1023 samples can be detected. In

di m( ) x i( ) x i m–( )–=

Figure 3: Computation of m values di(m) at instanti.

(3)

1. Move pointer to vector element v(i-m). Write new sample in the data vector.
2. Move pointer to matrix column m(i-m).
3. Compute equation 3 on m values and write distance d i (m) in the matrix.
4. Compute sum of each row of the matrix, which are d(m).
5. Detect lowest value of d(m).

Figure 4: Implementation of the algorithm with circular lists.
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cases the periodicities in the data series we experimented with were smaller (see examples
paper), for which a much smaller data window is sufficient to detect the periodicity. In some c
of prediction a large data window of the periodicity detector increases the prediction rate, ho
the performance gain usually is small since most periodicities detected in the data series
detected with a small data window.

In the following section 3.2 we show the detection of periodicity in a data series where sam
are obtained with a fixed sampling frequency. In section 3.3 we illustrate periodicity detection
data series which consists of a sequence of events.

3.2 Using the periodicity detector on the parallelism of applications

In order to test and illustrate the performance and possible applications of the periodicity de
we have carried out a number of experiments. We show some of them in the following sectio
the first experiment we apply the periodicity detector to a data series with values obtained at a
sampling frequency. In the second experiment the detector is used to detect the periodici
stream of addresses. In this case the samples are obtained at irregular time intervals.

For the first experiment we apply the periodicity detector on a trace which represents the in
taneous number of active CPUs used by a parallel application, see Figure 5. The trace is fr
FT application of the NAS benchmarks. The parallel application is MPI/OpenMP. Each proces
a number of threads and messages are interchanged between the MPI processes. The appl
executed in the NANOS environment [Nanos97] on a SGI Origin 2000 multi-processor platf
The sampling frequency of the CPU usage is set to 1 ms. It can be observed in the trace that
the execution the parallelism of the application is opened and closed a few times. Up to 16
are used by the applications in parallel. By visual inspection a periodic pattern in the CPU
can be observed. Also, it can be noted that the pattern of CPU use is not exactly the same
the application’s execution.

The periodicity detector is applied to this data sequence. In order to detect the periodicity
given data stream we implement the periodicity detector based on equation (1). We set M = 8
periodicity detector computes the values d(m). In Figure 6 the values of d(m) are shown. The
odicity is detected for the value m where d(m) has a local minimum. It can be seen that d(m)

Figure 5: Number of CPUs used during the execution of a parallel application.
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local minimum at m = 44. The periodicity detector indicates periodicity m = 44 in the data stre
If M was set larger than multiples of the detected periodicity, then for each multiple of the dete
periodicity contained in M a local minimum would appear in d(m).

The information provided by the periodicity detector could be used by optimization tools in
eral ways. In this example by means of the detected periodicity the future parallelism of the
cation is known, which could be used to optimize scheduling policies. We observe tha
periodicity detector reveals the iterative structure of the data stream, so future data values of
lelism can be predicted and it is known when they happen. Using dynamic optimization future
formance bottlenecks may be avoided based on the prediction given by the periodicity de
Another benefit is that continuos monitorization or measurement of data may not be necessa
the periodicity detector indicates the iterative structure of the data. A few measurements m
representative for all the iterations.

The data stream shown in Figure 5 contains several frequencies. The main frequency of th
series is observable by visual inspection and detected by our algorithm. The amplitude of the
frequency is large compared to other frequencies contained in the data stream. Therefore in
6 the local minimum of d(m) has a small value compared to the maximum of d(m). We com
on two more cases of data series which are not shown graphically here: One can consider
series which may not contain a frequency with dominating amplitude. Then the ratio betwee
maximum of d(m) and the local minimum of d(m) would be less and the shape of d(m) wou
more flat. This ratio could be used to set a threshold to decide upon periodicity in certain c
Another case of data stream which could be considered may contain two frequencies close
other with similar amplitude. Then d(m) would show a local minimum for both frequencies, c
to each other, where the local minima are of similar magnitude related to the amplitudes of th
quencies. In this case a dominating periodicity is not detected.

3.3 Application of the periodicity detector to subroutine call sequences

In the following experiments we show the performance of the periodicity detector on a strea
addresses. We can consider the stream of addresses as a stream of events, where the mag
the sample value is not meaningful in the sense of distance between vectors. Also, we obta
dresses at irregular times. The task of the periodicity detector is to indicate the periodicity
stream of addresses. From this periodicity the segmentation of the data stream and the pre
of future values can be obtained. The implementation of our periodicity detector is based o

Figure 6: Estimation of the period with the periodicity detector. The detected periodicity is m=44 samples
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computation of d(m) given by equation 2, see Figure 2, where N is the maximum number o
data values, and m is the delay, 0 < m < M. In our implementation we set M = N. Then, the maxi-
mum periodicity and size of a periodic pattern which can be detected is M-1. Our algorithm de
the periodicity m by identifying for which m it obtains d(m) = 0. Based on the periodicity m
detector performs the segmentation of the data stream in periodic patterns. The periodicity d
implements a mechanism to avoid the segmentation of the data stream on multiples of the de
periodicity. In this implementation the periodicity is detected when a pattern was observed
times succeedingly.

In Table 1 a small part of a data stream of addresses is shown in detail together with th
mentation and prediction provided by the periodicity detector. In the first line of Table 1
sequence of coded addresses is shown. In the second line the period detected by the per
detector is given (periodicity = 4). In the third line the segmentation of the data stream made b
periodicity detector is indicated. In the forth line the sample predicted by means of the det
periodicity is shown. Once the periodicity is detected, here this is after observing the secon
the value 8 in the data stream, the prediction of the future values can be made. This is beca
recent data history is hold in memory by the periodicity detector. In the third line it can be obse
that the periodicity detector indicates the segment from the third periodic pattern on. The sta
segment is marked by the value 1. It can be seen that a periodic pattern is detected after two
only. It can also be observed that initial non-periodic values do not affect the performance
detector. In sample 24 a sample value 9 not belonging to the periodic pattern appears. The
odicity is not indicated at sample 24. So the periodicity detector tracks if the incoming sam
belong to the periodic pattern.

In the next experiment we use the periodicity detector for the prediction of subroutine
sequences in applications. We perform the prediction of subroutine call sequences by me
periodicity detection on a number of applications from the SPEC2000 benchmark suite. F
experiment we take four applications with the test data set as input. We take two applications
integer suite, PARSER and VPR (2nd part of VPR), and two applications from the floating p
suite, ART and EQUAKE. The four applications are written in C. The data stream of the subro
start addresses is obtained using ATOM [Srivasta94]. In Table 2 some characteristics of th
benchmarks is given.

Table 1:  Data stream of coded subroutine addresses.

Sequence 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 9 9
Periodicity 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Segmentation 1 1 1
Prediction 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8
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The input to the periodicity detector contained in the data window are the addresses of
subroutines. The output of the predictor is the address of the next subroutine x(i+1). We me
the number of correctly predicted subroutines. We have used different data window sizes. He
show the results with a data window of size N=128 values, that is a data window that contai
last 128 subroutine addresses. Since our prediction is based on periodicity detection, we c
form the prediction of all future subroutine addresses contained in the detected period. He
show the performance on the prediction of the subroutine x(i+1) and x(i+5), this is the first an
fifth subroutine called after the present subroutine.

In Table 3 we show the prediction results based on periodicity detection. The results are
in percentage of hits, which is the number of correctly predicted subroutines / total number o
routines. It can be observed that a high number of subroutines are predicted correctly. On th
ing point benchmarks ART and EQUAKE the prediction results are close to 100% and bette
on the integer benchmarks PARSER and VPR. Also, the prediction of x(i+5) obtains a high
rate, particularly for ART and EQUAKE. This result shows that several future values can be
dicted with our method. We note in the experiments that a larger size of the data window incr
the prediction performance of the periodicity detector.

4 Interface implementation

We have implemented the periodicity detector providing the interface shown in Table 4 . Two
tions are implemented in the interface. The DPD function is the main function used for period
detection and segmentation. The DPDWindowSize function is an additional function which a
to modify the data window size of the DPD during the application’s execution.

The DPD function provides the value of the detected periodicity in the parameter calledperiod
when it detects a periodic pattern. The function also provides the segmentation of the data
in its return value. The parameter calledsample contains the processed element.

Table 2: Number of subroutine calls and number of subroutines in the benchmarks.

Benchmark ART EQUAKE PARSER VPR

Number of subroutine calls 10268944 2424384 619231209 7639311

Subroutines 92 27 379 202

Table 3: Prediction of subroutines based on periodicity detection.

Prediction ART EQUAKE PARSER VPR

x(i+1) hit rate 99.96% 99.89% 87.03% 84.10%

x(i+5) hit rate 99.92% 99.51% 75.16% 50.53%
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With the DPDWindowsize function the size N of the data window can be adjusted. This fun
can be called by the measuring tool. It is called once the DPD has detected the periodicity
data stream. The function is useful to dynamically adjust the data window size to the require
of the measuring tool. By reducing the size of the data window the overhead of using the
becomes smaller. If the detected periodicity in the data stream is smaller than the default da
dow size of the DPD, then the data window size can be reduced close to the detected period
periodicities are unknown before running the application, one may start with a large data wi
and during the execution adjust the data window size to the detected periodicity in the applic
This way the number of operations carried out by the DPD reduces. We show in section 6 the
of the data window size on the overhead added by the DPD.

5 Case Study: Dynamic Performance Analysis

In this section we describe the integration of the DPD in theSelfAnalyzer[Corbalan99]. TheSelf-
Analyzeris a mechanism that dynamically analyzes the performance of parallel applications
mechanism uses the DPD to automatically detect periodic patterns of parallel regions in p
applications.

TheSelfAnalyzeris a run-time library that dynamically calculates the speedup achieved by
parallel regions of the applications, and estimates the execution time of the whole application
SelfAnalyzerexploits the iterative structure of a significant number of scientific applications.
main time-consuming code of these applications is composed by a set of parallel loops in
main sequential loop1, see Figure 7. Iterations of the sequential loop have a similar behavior amo
them. Then, measurements for a particular iteration can be used to predict the behavior of th
iterations.

1. This structure can be nested, it can contains another iterative parallel regions inside.

Table 4: Interface of the DPD implementation.

Interface Description

int DPD (long sample, int *period)  Periodicity detection and segmentation

void DPDWindowSize (int size) Adjust data window size

do

end do

main iterative loop

Figure 7: Structure of aIterative parallel region.

parallel region
!$OMP PARALLEL DO

do
enddo

!$OMP END DO

!$OMP PARALLEL DO
do
enddo

!$OMP END DO

!$OMP PARALLEL DO
do
enddo

!$OMP END DO
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TheSelfAnalyzerinstruments the application and measures the execution time of each iter
of the main loop. The speedup is calculated as the relationship between the execution time
iteration of the main loop, executed with abaselinenumber of processors, and the execution tim
of one iteration with the number of available processors. For implementation reasons each
this parameters is calculated as the average of several measurements. Ifbaselineis different from
one processor theSelfAnalyzernormalizes the speedup to be able to compare among applicat
To normalize the speedup theSelfAnalyzer uses Amdahl’s Law [Amdahl67].

To calculate the speedup, theSelfAnalyzerneeds to detect the following points of the code: th
starting of the application, the iterative structure, and the start and end of each parallel loop.
current implementation, the invocation of theSelfAnalyzerat these points can be done in two di
ferent ways: (1) if the source code is available, the application can be re-compiled and theSelfAn-
alyzercalls are inserted by the compiler. (2) If the source code is not available, both the iter
structure and the parallel loops are dynamically detected.

5.1 Using the DPD to automatically detect iterative parallel structures

Compilers that process OpenMp directives typically encapsulates code of parallel loops in
tions. Figure 8 shows the iterative parallel loop from Figure 7 once encapsulated. These fun
are called by the application threads, and each one executes their range of iterations at ru
Using dynamic interposition, DITools [Serra2000], the calls to encapsulated parallel loops a
tercepted.

Each parallel loop is identified by the address of the function that encapsulates it. In this
we are only interested in detecting periodic patterns in sequences of calls to parallel loops, th
address of parallel loops is the value that we pass to the DPD. The iterative parallel region
application can be nested, it can include more than one periodic pattern, with different st
points and lengths. In the current implementation calls to parallel loops are passed throu
DPD mechanism, since we do not have any knowledge of the application structure and no as
tions can be made about the periodicities inside the application.

do

end do

call omp_parallel_do_1(..)
call omp_parallel_do_2(...)
call omp_parallel_do_3(...)

Figure 8: Encapsulated parallel loops
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Figure 9 shows the three mechanism working at run-time. In (1) the parallel loop generat
intercepted through the DITools. Inside the code that process this event, the DPD is called
If the value ofaddressis the start of a period, the DPD returns a value different from zero. In t
case theSelfAnalyzeris called (3). TheSelfAnalyzeridentifies a parallel region with the address o
the starting function and the length of the period indicated by the DPD. We have adopted this
tion, rather than using the complete sequence of loops that compound the period, by simplic
assuming that the case of two iterative sequences of values with the same length and sam
function is not a normal case. In fact, this case has not appear in the applications we have pro
till the moment. With these two mechanism, DITools and DPD, theSelfAnalyzercan be applied to
those applications that do not have their source code available. The speedup calculated can
to improve the processor allocation scheduling policy, providing a great benefit as we have s
in [Corbalan2000].

6 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the integration of the DPD mechanism in theSelfAnalyzerwe have performed
two kinds of experiments. The first experiment wants to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
detecting periodic patterns in the applications. In the second experiment we measure the ov
introduced by the DPD. We want to demonstrate that the DPD is able to detect the periodic pa
inside the application without introducing a significant overhead.

6.1 Applications

We have selected five applications from the SPECFp95 benchmark suite: tomcatv (ref), swim
hydro2d (ref), apsi (ref), and turb3d (ref). These applications have been parallelized by hand
OpenMp directives. The DPD detects the iterative parallel regions of applications, that mea
detected periodic pattern will correspond to sequences of parallel loops. Tomcatv, swim, an
have only one periodicity. Hydro2d and turb3d have several nested iterative parallel structu

call omp_parallel_loop_1(...)

DI_event(.,address,.)
{

start_period=DPD(address,length);
if (start_period){

InitParallelRegion(address,lenght)

}else{

}

call (*address)(....)

}

return

do it=1,niter

enddo

.......

........

Figure 9: Using the DPD with the SelfAnalyzer

int DPD(address,length)

InitParallelRegion(address, length)

DPD m
ec

ha
nis

m

SelfAnalyzer

M
echanism

DIT
oo

ls
M

ec
ha

ni
sm

(1) (2)

(3)
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6.2 Dynamic periodicity detection in applications

We have evaluated the performance of the DPD on the five given applications. The task
DPD is to detect periodicity in the data stream and to perform the segmentation of the dat
iterative patterns. In Table 5 some characteristics of the applications and the periodicities de
by the DPD are presented. Figure 10 shows a small part of the data streams and its segme
by the DPD (the segmentation made by the DPD is marked by “*” ). The data stream is a seq
of addresses. In the y-axis of the graphics the value of the addresses is indicated. Note that t
streams are drawn as continuous values in order to better observe the periodicity of the patt
can be seen that in the applications tomcatv, swim, and apsi the DPD correctly identifies the
odicity of the patterns with periodicity 5, 6, and 6, respectively. The data streams from the ap
tions turb3d and hydro2d contain nested iterative structures. It can be seen in Figure 10 that t
streams of these applications contain a large iterative pattern within which smaller iterative pa
appear. Also for these applications with nested parallelism the DPD correctly identifies the p
icity of the large iterative pattern (periodicity=269 for hydro2d and periodicitiy=142 for turb
and performs the segmentation of the data stream..

Table 5: Evaluated benchmarks and detected periodicities.

Application Data stream length Detected periodicities

Apsi 5762 6

Hydro2d 53814 1, 24, 269

Swim 5402 6

Tomcatv 3750 5

Turb3d 1580 12, 142

Figure 10: Data streams of 5 parallel applications with segmentation made by the DPD.

iterative

iterative
pattern

pattern

segmentation
indicated by the

DPD
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6.3 Overhead

We have calculated the cost of processing the values by the DPD. A synthetic benchmark ha
executed to measure this cost. This synthetic benchmark reads a trace file that correspond
execution trace of one application, and it calculates its periodicity. The synthetic benchmark
sures the execution time consumed by processing the trace and calculates the cost of pro
each value of the trace. Table 6 shows the results on the five SPECFp95 applications.NumElems
column is the number of elements in the trace file,ApExTimecolumn is the execution time of the
benchmark in sequential, without the DPD mechanism,TimeProccolumn is the execution time (in
seconds) consumed in processing the trace by the DPD,Percentagecolumn is the percentage o
time consumed processing the trace with the DPD in relation to the execution time of the ap
tion, that isPercentage=TimeProc/ApExTime*100, andTimexElemcolumn is the execution time
consumed each time the DPD is called (in milliseconds).

We observe in Table 6 that the overhead introduced by the DPD is very small compared
execution time of the benchmark, see columnsApExTimeandTimeProc. The additional load to
execute the DPD along with the application showed to be negligible, see columnPercentage.
Among the applications hydro2d has the largest trace and requires the longest processing tim
to the fast execution of the parallel regions in hydro2d, the overhead of the DPD indicated
columnPercentageis larger than that of other applications although the value in theTimexElem
column has the same magnitude as that of turb3d. Further, in columnTimexElemwe observe a
slightly longer processing time per element in hydro2d and turb3d compared to the other ap
tions. This is due to the fact that the DPD used a larger data window to detect the periodicit
these benchmarks (see Table 5 for the application characteristics). The data window size
DPD is adjusted or by setting a certain default window size value or by calling the DPDWind
Size function provided in the DPD interface (see section 4). It can be seen in this column th
influence of different data window sizes on the overhead (values in ms) is small compared
application execution time. We conclude that the additional cost of running the DPD was
small, which allows to use the DPD during program execution in dynamic optimization tools

7 Conclusions

We have presented a technique to dynamically detect the periodicity in data streams. The
mance of the proposed mechanism is evaluated on a number of data streams and applicati
show two main applications with the periodicity detection which are the segmentation of the
stream and the prediction of future values. On subroutine prediction based on periodicity det
we obtain a high rate of correct prediction. We incorporate the Dynamic Periodicity Dete

Table 6: Overhead analysis

NumElems ApExTime(sec) TimeProc (sec) Percentage TimexElem(ms)

tomcatv 3750 136.33 0.016678 0.012% 0.004

swim 5402 135.17 0.023476 0.017% 0.004

apsi 5762 95.9 0.025169 0.026% 0.004

hydro2d 53814 183.92 6.028188 3.27% 0.112

turb3d 1580 266.44 0.171326 0.064% 0.108
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(DPD) in a tool for speedup computation, theSelfAnalyzerand show the interface of the DPD w
implemented. We obtain that the DPD correctly identifies the iterative parallel structure in th
plications and provides the segmentation of the data stream to theSelfAnalyzer. It is find that the
overhead added by using the DPD dynamically is negligible. We observe in this application
that the DPD mechanism is useful and suitable to be incorporated in a dynamic optimization
We note that using the DPD the measurement tool does not need to perform either a static a
or a profile based analysis of the applications. The relation between periodicity detection an
diction has been indicated for which the application of the DPD can be of much larger scale
the discussed applications.
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